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EvolveMT is the first MT system to improve itself after deployment without human feedback and allows continuous 
adaptation and learning of an MT ensemble without costly retraining.
     EvolveMT is a novel approach for a multi-system MT (MSMT) engine that improves its translation quality continuously.
     The method eliminates the need for costly human feedback or retraining, making it more practical and cost-effective.
EvolveMT outperforms AutoMode and COMET-QE on custom datasets in terms of translation accuracy and cost. The 
adaptability and efficiency make it a promising approach for multi-system MT.

CONCLUSION

EvolveMT is an ensemble MT engine that predicts the best MTs to explore based on the source-only features of each 
sentence and continuously adapts itself to improve its translation performance.
EvolveMT uses a teacher-student learning scheme and knowledge distillation and leverages the state-of-the-art neural 
MT quality metrics and online learning to adapt without human-in-the-loop evaluation.
The method uses a multi-class classification model to predict the best MT engine for each translation request and utilizes 
active-learning and contextual bandit learning for the exploration of MTs
     EvolveMT explores multiple MT engines based on their predicted probabilities and selects the best translation based
     on COMET-QE scores.
     Active-learning and contextual bandit learning techniques are employed to prioritize exploration and update the
     classifier iteratively.
     The proposed method intelligently ranks translation requests in a queue based on classifier uncertainty and re-ranks
     after each response.
The classifier is trained using an online AutoML framework and updated with COMET-QE scores to reinforce the selection 
process and continuously adapt to the received translation requests.

METHODOLOGY

Referenceless MT quality estimation metrics like COMET-QE have been shown to outperform human crowd workers in 
evaluating MT outputs to provide a reliable quality estimation of their hypotheses.
Motivation: Existing MT quality estimation metrics rely on a pre-training scheme with referenced datasets or human 
evaluations, which limit their adaptability without continuous human-feedback.
EvolveMT improves translation performance by efficiently combining multiple machine-translation (MT) engines by 
dynamically selecting the most suitable output for each translation request.
The method selects the best MT engine for each translation request using online learning and a pre-trained quality 
estimation metric to supervise itself without the need for reference translations.
EvolveMT can adapt itself to changes in the domain or the MT engines without requiring retraining and predicts a subset 
of translation engines to explore based on source sentence features.
Experimental results show that EvolveMT achieves similar translation accuracy at a lower cost compared to selecting the 
best translation from all available engines using the MT quality estimator.
Contributions: EvolveMT is the first MT system to adapt itself after deployment for translation requests incoming from 
the production environment without costly retraining on human feedback.
Major Benefits: Dynamic adaptation to changes without retraining, selective engine calling based on source sentence 
features, and configurable exploration mechanism of the EvolveMT algorithm.
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The MT quality increases as COMET-DA scores increase and COMET-HTER scores decrease. The percentage changes of 
all scores and costs (per million characters) versus AutoMode ensemble are also indicated.

The reference-based MT quality scores of the mean and best MT system, AutoMode and COMET-QE ensembles, and 
EvolveMT ensemble for various MaxMTs parameters (indicated in parentheses next to EvolveMT).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The pseudo-code of the driving algorithm in EvolveMT, 
describing the process of selecting the best MT engine, 
exploration, and continuous learning.

DRIVING ALGORITHM

A visual 
representation of 
the architecture 
of EvolveMT, 
showcasing the 
multi-class 
classification 
model, source-
only feature 
extraction, queue
re-ranking, MT 
exploration, and 
COMET-QE 
reinforcement 
steps.

The architecture of the proposed method for an ensemble 
MT engine that improves itself with usage. The multi-class 
MT classifier, supervised by COMET-QE selections of 
translations, drives the whole process.

ARCHITECTURE

Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of EvolveMT in achieving accurate translations at a lower cost, 
leading to significant improvements in translation accuracy and cost-efficiency.
The proposed method has the potential to enhance MT systems in real-world production environments without requiring 
extensive manual intervention or model updates.


